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ASB Vote Tomorrow;
Constitution Changes
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Small Audience
Hears Lewis III
Peace Corps suffers from
training. purpose and di.
n’ Fulton Lewis III told a
a question
ail audience during
answer period following his
Dailey auditoperch in Morris
night.
last
Sin

iam

11111Osh

LetViS’ speech entitled "Or Die
Suicide." was sponsored by the
Students Against Commu:pus
orgtmizat ion.
to call back
It would he smarter
Peace Corps workers and go
job responsibly,
Eewink and do the
said.
Lewis sueeested the formation
a "freedom academy" to train
;sons for diplomatic purposes.
’e should send to the Congo "peoe who have been trained in the
ohm and not Michigan," he told
appreciative audience.
Lewis took the title of his
geed) from the last words of on
braharn Lincoln speech. The
perican people. Lewis said, are
In danger of dying by "suicide."
Unless we are willing to accept
the challenge of the communist
world and fight for the things
se believe in, we will be "conquered with no shot fired."
A dangerous threat now is
’fourth dimension war." This is

not one that is fought with bullets and open combat, he explained,
but with sabotage, destruction,
subversity and revolution from
within.
Lewis, a graduate of the University of Virginia, was on the
staff of the house committee on
un-American activities for two
years until he resigned a year
ago.
He was narrator of the controversial film "Operation Abolition." The film was created from
newsreel footage to prove that
demonstrations against the committee’s May, 1961 visit to San
Francisco was communist inspired.
Of the film’s refutation, "Operation Correction," Lewis said, "...
it was a genius of naivety . .
and a genius of distortion. People
have been asking me about distortions, now I can show them
one."
A fifth columnist operation is
more dangerous in America today
than it ever has been, according
to Lewis.
They are in control of a number
of labor organizations in this
country. Among those Lewis
named was the American Communications commission (ACC..
The ACC, he said, was expelled
from the CIO for their communist
activities.

Philosophy Prof
ives Atomic Age Labor Official
Political Obligations Will Speak
Dr. Amnon Goldworth, assistrut pmfessor of philosophy, will
sok on "Political Obligations in
Thermonuclear Age" today at
00 in cafeteria rooms A and B.
His speech will be part of a
are: titled "Modern Political and
Economic Thought" presented by
TASC iToward Active Student
tommun ity I.
Professor Goldworth is unwillin to give advance information on
his topic, expecting it. to be "highly eintroversial."
Professor Goldworth came to
San Jose State in 1955 to teach
humanities and philosophy, He is
Institute of Queens college, New
York. and has done graduate work
t the University of Washington.
He has a dortoral degree from
tanked univeisity.
.

lopighT Co-Rec
10 Feature Singer
!,!:11 Is at 7..!!!
111 !he W.,imm’s gym. The Cresttends will furnish dance music.
The theme for tonight’s activity
lithe "Spring Swing." and a spedal treat is in store for those attending. Howard Budwin, a folk
dater who, has appeared at the
Purple Onion in San Francisco.
Ind the Ash Grove and the Union in Los Angeles,
will sing dunk intermission.
Only students holding their own
ASH raid %kill be
admitted.
-

Three amendments to the ASR I be removed for stated cause at a make the goveinment more re,ostitution and by-laws will gol specified election, Special elections sponsive to the wishes of the stutiefore the Associated Student may be called for by a two-thirds dents, and would further the prinBody in conjunction with the majority vote of the Student Coun- ciple of representative governfreshman class elections tomorrow cil or by a petition signed by 10 ment.
per cent of the members of the
CHANGE POLL TIME
and Friday.
Sophomore representative Bill
Polls, located in front of the Associated Student Body. Twocafeteria. will be open from 9:30 thirds of the total votes cast in Erdman has propssed two changes
the election shall be necessaly for in article VI, section 1, paragraph
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. both days.
ASB executive sect etary Everett recall."
2. which involves scheduling of
As it stands now, the constitu- ASB elections.
Avila has proposed that article
Erdman’s plan calls for holding
VII, section 1, of the constitution tion provides that special elections
he amended to read: "All elected may be called by Student Council election of executive officers and
or appointed officers provided for or by a petition bearing the signa- Student Council membeis, except
in this constitution or by-laws may tures of 15 per cent of the ASH.
for freshmen. "not later than six
Avila’s second amendment pro- weeks and not earlier than eight
*
*
*
posal mils for the first sentence weeks from the end of the spring
of article VIII, section 1, clause 1, semester."
o, state: "Upon petition to the
The present constitution sets
Student Council by 10 per cent of these elections at no later than
the members of this Association four weeks and no earlier than
(the ASH), an initiative measure six weeks from the end of the
shall be placed Wore the Moo- semester.
ciated Student Hotly."
SMOOTHER TRANSITION
LOWER PERCENTAGE
Erdman also proposes that "newThis item also calls for toweling ly-elected office’s shall be in)"ive students lIsa an announced
their candidacy for freshman class the percentage of ASB members stalled within 10 days after elecoffices, according to Skip Morello, signing the petition from its pres- tion." instead of the present "10"
ent 15 per cent.
days before the last day of
AS/3 election botud chairman.
changes,
accordthe
classes."
Reason
for
unrunning
All candidates are
ing to Avila. would be to "provide
Erdman said these changes will
opposed except those for vice
San Jose State with a more repre- afford a smoother transition of
president.
sentative student government," by government by giving new officers
Competing for the vice presi-1 reducing the percentages for initi- more time to learn their jobs, and
dency are Larry Ferrari. spon- ative and recall to a more prac- will avoid election conflict with
sored by SPUR, and Carole Pelo- tical level. This, Avila feels, would final examinations.
quin. Other aspirants are Jack 1
Pei kins for president. Francs. Callaher. secretary, and Angela Nil.
chi. treasurer. The three are sp,
sored by SPUR.
Voting will be held in conjoi:
ion with the special election
called for approval of an amendiment to the constitution.
Six SJS men were placed on of- the head hasher discovered the
Only freshmen will be allowed
LET’S GO!Coeds Karen Birlenbach (I), Salli Nawman (m), and
to vote for the freshman offices. ficial disciplinary college proba- theft and demanded that the goods
Judy Corey seem to be trying to get Don Eagle to take them to
All students may vote on the tion this week, according to Dr. be retuined.
"Sparta Sings" Friday night at 8 in the civic auditorium. Tickets
A pre-dawn call by two intoxiStanley Benz, dean of students.
amendment issue.
for the annual spring song fete are available for 50 cents in
front of the Spartan bookstore and the Cafeteria. Fraternities,
Polls will be open from 9:30 for committing offenses ranging cated SJS men to a campus womsororities and dormitories will compete for trophies in novelty,
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in front of the from theft to prowling about a en’s residence hall resulted in
their apprehension by campus sewomen’s residence hall.
women’s and mixed divisions and also for a sweepstakes trophy.
cafeteria Thursday and Friday.
- rholoh, i4b 11,11
Decisions concerning the admin- curity officers.
Campus authorities charged the
istrative action were made by
Pres. John T. Wahlquist following students with prowling about the
recommendations by the ASH ju- roof of a dormitory and evading
diciary. All six un-named men re- 1, arrest. The students, both minors.
ceived closed hearings before the admitted having drunk beer and
judiciary on Feb. 27 and March 6. having entered one of the women’s
Two men admitted taking residence halls earlier that night,
canned food from a women’s but denied evading arrest.
boarding house upon the invitation
Two male students who pleaded
of a hasher who was not a student, guilty to charges of theft in the
when
the
food
The pair returned
Spartan bookstore were also
Most of the people attending the
Dr. James W. Thornton, assistplaced on probation.
ant to the president and chairman instruction period will have al file Nature of Mathematics’
On student stole class mateof the college Peace Corps com- ready been screened, hut Dr. will he discussed by Prof. Saunders
which he was unable to pay
mittee, said yesterday that the Thornton points out that appli- MacLane, visiting lecturer for the
:or. Another student said that he
college should know by May 1 if cants still can be denied. Poor Mathematical Association ,/I
was killing time between classes,
the Peace Corps will accept SJS’ health, onsiiitable personality and America, today at 4:30 p.m.
and stole two belts for no reason
failure in the courses taken dimproposal to train applicants.
S142.
all.
Raynion,. Staiticy, assi,:iate at
Barring delay, the program ing the study period could lead
Professor MacLane has been
students, according to Dean
The
dismissal.
to
will
lecture
professor of geography
should start June 21 of this year
Students interested in the Peace visiting campus since Monday. on "Geography Skills," tomorrow Benz. ale required to work a speciand end Aug. 31. During this 10facmath
he
addressed
Yesterday
fied number of hours a week for
week period. graduate students Corps may take placement tests ulty and advanced students on at 3:30 p.m. over the bay area’s
she college. At the end of each
will take courses ranging from April 21 at the San Jose post of- "The Algebra of Mappings." Mon- educational television station
month their work reports will be
KQED. channel 9.
Philippine culture to purposes of fice. For further information students may see Donald Ryan in
"Geography Skills" is part of reviewed. Students with unsatisthe Peace Corps.
Adm269.
the "Explorations in the Elemen- factory reports, the dean said, will
by
Raymond Lamontagne, Peace
tary Classroom- series, produced have their cases re-examined
Corps training officer for projects
last year in the SJS instructional the administrat ion.
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To SJS Group
David S. Blanchard. deputy director of the Washington branch
office of the International Labor
organization, will appear on campus tomorrow evening at 7 o’clock
in Ellfi.
Blanchard will talk on "The ILO
in World Affairs." He is being
sponsored by the SJS Industrial
Relations and Personnel Management, club.
Blanchard was horn in Lincoln.
Neb.. in 1915. He is a graduate of
the University of Nebraska and
has completed two years of graduate work.
As deputy director of the II))
Fllanchard recently attended tin
14th session of the United Nation
general assembly. lie has been
with the staff for 13 years.
Prior to assuming his present
post in September. 1959, he spe,ialized in maritime labor problems at IW headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland.
In his former post, he traveled
extensively throughout the world,
serving as technical expert at various ILO conferences and as a
personal representative of the director-general of the ILO.
The public is welcome to attend.,
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Five Freshmen Vie
For Class Offices;
Three Unopposed

ix Men on Probation
or Several Offenses

SJS May Serve Well -Known
Prof
As Training Site Talks Today

Peace Corps

Activities of the first Peace
Corps project abroad still he
ing of
seen today oith the st
"P1.711, Corps in Tangansika" at
Ildto ant in Morris Dailey
.
anditori
The 45-minute film is a NBC
news production. Ray Sherer,
NM’ White 11011Se correspondent, narrates the color film.
The cantons Piowe corps committee is ot sorine the shooing.

world wire

DE nArt.t.r. TO ASK FOR PACT sx\I till
o,i April 8
PARIS tUPD- -The French government
as the date for a national referendum in France on the cease-fire
Help Wanted
agreement with the Algerian nationalists. President Charles de Gaulle
VoltE I UPIt --Personnel told Parliament yesterday that the pact reached at Evian will bring
L11 the five major
categories of such a "sweeping and profound transformation" that he must ask
Inient-care iontinues to increase the people of France to sanction it.
the nation’s mental hospitals,
ISRAEL, STRIA EXCHANGE FIRE
but shortaecs
still are acute.
Sn reports the joint Informs TEL AVIV. Israel (1:P11Israeli and Syrian troops exchanged
service of the American Psy- gunfire across the border at the Sea of Galilee yesterday. an Israeli
reported. It was the second outbreak of shooting around
Nal* Assonation
and the Na- spokesman
Inini Assn for Mental Health. the sea, which also is known as Lake Tiberias, in recent days. Last
nx, report
were killed in a border clash. A milibaserl on a survey of week an estimated 30 persons
spokesman said Syrian border troops opened fire at an Israeli
Onannel eirslitions in
mental tary
bospitals (halag a
boat, and that their fire was returned.
four-year period patrol
lngin 1960. showed
the great PERON NOT stItPRISED BY GOVERNMENT
shortage: are in the registered
BUENOS AIRES (UPI, Troops took up positions yesterday,
turtling staffs.
ready to deal with any violence that might result from government
takeover of five of the 11 provinces that went Peomist in Sunday’s
rr!
election. The chief early effect of the election was expected to be
spirt,n,Mass, (um --- the easing of restrict toms imposed under Frondizi’s unpopular austerity
oostm
RN’nnic show Iliat
on Jan. S. 1912. program. GOVernMent action came as no sorpetse to
I los. o, ciad
here that in nine dent Juan Peron. Last week in Spain, Peron predietrvl the moves which
INInd home the
water froze In a the government would make. Peron’s immediate return to Argentina
oldfish hovid
appeal.
ars unlikely at the present.

in 11w Philippine Republic, will fly
to the Philippines today to investigate whether island officials
would prefer 300 Peace Corps representatives at once, or two different groups of 150.
Lamontagne met with campus
officials yesterday to work out
details of a program that will
eventually send 300 teacher assistants to the Philippines. These
teachers will teach English anal
science in Philippine elementary ,
schools.

’Miracle in Milan
Next

Classic

Film

in Milan." hi.
.1,11’
three major film awards. vvill be
the feature iiresentation at tomorMA’s VlaSSi(’ films showings. The
preliminary film is "The Overvoat." with famed pantomimist
Ms (MI Marceau.
The films will be shown at 3:30
p.m. in the Coneert Hall and again
at 7 p.m. in Minns Dailey auditorium
Italian actor-direetor
De Steil, who made such
realist ie post-war films as "Th.
cycle Thief," and "Shoe Shine,
has done a complete about fms.
with "Miracle in Milan- and created what he describes as "a fairytale for adults."
While mntering around the
theme of man’s inhumanity to
to ac.
man, the film also at
rent the positive side of human
brotherhood.

PROF SAUNDERS MACLANE
math lecturer
. .

K ED _
T o Run . ils
ecture film

television center and now beingrepeated by KQED.
Dr. Stanley said that the serl.
is designed mainly for element,’
school teachers.
He said the program seeks
convey new techniques in tea,-:
ing and possibilities of extensi
use of visual aids.
The presentation, Dr. Stanley:
said, is organized around a series,
of visual aids. He added that suchl
a presentation can be made moire!
effective than a classroom lectute,
because extensive advance work’
has gone into the preparation of
elaborate visual aids.
The major part of "Geographic’
Skills" deals with the beginner’s
steps toward world understanding
through
Included are sections on developing orientation, developing skills!
through map making, developing
map literacy by learning map ’
symbolization, and map reading

day he spoke to prospectiie main
teachers on "Foundations of Euclidean Geometry."
Well known in the field of math ematica professor MacLane has
held the presidency of the Mathmedical Association of America.
The association is the principal
organization in America devoted to
the interests of college mathematics.
Professor MacLanes lecture is
Mark Rutledge. Congregati,
sponsored by the San Jose State
CAMIllIS pastor, will speak on "7
Mathematical department.
Failure of the Church" tonight
7:30 at the Camplis Chris,
center. 300 S. 10th st.
, According to Mr. Rutledge, the
-, ,. in Shield s, sophomore lchurch has failed to understand
men’s honorary service society, is itself and the modern world, and
seeking prospective members. All It reflects the hollowness of nusiinterested men are urged to con- lern man.
tort their department head or
Rutledge’s speech will Inc tile
group adviser for qualifications., fourth in a series of Nivecinesdav
Ile will submit the names of quail- evening forums sponsored by
tied men to Spartan Shields.
United Campus Christian
The deadline is Friday.
ship.

’Church’s Failure
To Be Examined

Spartan Shields

Dr. Guth Avoids
Early Comments
About ’Tropic’
1,11111
irile professor of English. will review the
controversial "Tropic of Cancer"
twlay at 12:30 p.m. in rooms A and
lit! the cafeteria.
Dr. Guth. who described Henry
Miller’s book as. -one that needs
no introduction." will present the
talk for the foul th in the spring
book review series.
"There has been a lot of distorted publicity about the book. so
I won’t say anything about it until the review." Dr. Guth explained.
Students may bring their
lunches.

Toilis!.. Tim al is (
and Punishment 11(
try od or something or
other. Now, we’re not
saying it’s a crime not
to ow n an Ire% suit
(like our all %4 001 In
EMI ted plaid% for tilth01.
hut if the punishment
fits the entire here the
punishment for not bui tag this suit L. not being able to wear it.

ROOS
IN SAN JOSE
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Thrust and Parry

Editorial

Council Tries Again
trs again this aftelo.uoi I..
d
Stud.
class representative to fill the vacancy created by the
ri-ignation of Gary Wood two weeks ago.
Originally scheduled for last week’s council meeting. the
interviews were deferred until today when it was learned that
only one person hail bothered to appl:s for the post. That was a
student who already holds an ASH office.
It is the feeling here that San Jose State, with a senior class
numbering well in the hundreds, can surely produce more than
one student who is interested in adequate representation for his
class.
POOR FRESHMAN TURN-OUT
In line with this, a look at the ballot for freshman class
officers in the election* beginning tomorrow reveals that there
are five candidates competing for four positions. Three of
these offices, including the presidency, are being sought by is
single person.
This class, incidentally, is traditionally one of the heaviest
silting groups on campus, according to ASB Pres. Brent Davis.
A great mails reasons have been advanced for political
apathy oil campu,cs a number of them valid. such a, heavy
Wit’. I

a

,lijOr

clans schedule, out-ide employment, and similar commitments.
It appears, !time% er. that not enough reasons have been brought

forth against it.
Student government is a tool of the .45B, instituted to serve
students in a great number of ways. One of these is to provide
a supplement to one’s class work, by which a student can leans
the workings of government as well as how to deal with fellow
human beings.
STUDENTS HAVE AWARENESS
The students of SJS have earned much publicity in outside
publications for their keen awareness of the political goings-on
off-campus. Happily, this awareness seems to be manifesting itself in student affairs, according to the ASH president, but not
to a satisfactory extent as the above mentioned situations indicate.
San Jose State students have the opportunity to voice their
opinions on three proposed constitutional amendments tomorrow and Friday. While the proposals can’t be classed as momentous, the results do affect the entire student body. Go to the
polls tomorrow.
M.R.

Newman Club Sponsors Musical
What happens when a boy who
moves from Brooklyn to become
sexton of a San Francisco Catholic church starts to bet on the
horses?
The answer lies in "Betcha
Life," a musical which members
of the San Jose State Newman
club will present in Morris Dailey
auditorium at 8:30 p.m. on Sat-

urday and March 30-31. A matinee performance Is scheduled
for 2:30 p.m. April 1.
Tickets for upstairs seats are
$1.50 and for downstairs seats,
$2.50. They are on sale in the
students affairs business office,
TH16. Proceeds will be placed in
the SJS Newman club building
fund.

Did You Say Typewriters?
We’ve got ’ern!
New, used and rental machines
Fully guaranteed
Free parking and delivery
Special student rates
124 E

San Fernando

"We’re next to Cal Book"

CY 3-5283

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
ENTER THE SPARTAN DAILY
NEED-A-NAME CONTEST
The Spartan Daily’s new color edition is just around the
corner 11 will be here on April 4th There is only one minor
.
. it doesn’t have a name. That’s where you come in.
Tile Spartan Daily wants your help in selecting a name for
ifs color magazine section. Not just any name mind you, but
a clever, original, hardhitting colorful name.
Sound interesting? Join the Need-aName contest. Here’s how:

CONTEST DATE:

March 12 through 22 (inclusive)

HOW TO ENTER:

Clip the entry blank below and fill
it out completely then drop it in
the COLOR CONTEST BOX IN THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE.

WHO CAN ENTER:

All 5..1S. student body members,
except Spartan Daily staff members.
All faculty members except Jour
nalism and Advertising faculty.
All employees of S.J.S.

NAME LIMITATION:

CONTEST JUDGES:

Prof Adds Support
For Speaker Bureau
Editor
1 ,

,,1 like to add my concurthe March 13 letter
I ron: Professor Porter in which
he suggested that a faculty
speaker bureau be set up to discuss some of the great problems
of our day, such as patriotism,
academic freedom, etc.
There was a quote from
Thomas Jefferson in another
letter on the same page which
the proposed speaker bureau
could du a great deal to implement "Listen to what they I i.e.,
the Communists) have to say,
and then destroy their arguments with facts, wisdom and
reasoning."
It is high time that we not
only found out what the Communists are saying, but that we
started on the "destruction with
facts, wisdom and reasoning" of
their claims.
In fact, if I have understood
Professor
Carmick
correctly,
this is the thing he has been trying to tell usnot that we
shouldn’t listen to the Communists, but that we should get
busy telling the truth about
them. Insisting that the second
half of Mr. Jefferson’s staterelict.

It.

PRIZES:

S50.00 First Prize
$25.00 Second Prize
$1000 Third Prize

WINNERS:

Winners’ names will be published
in the Spartan Daily on the date
of the Color Edition, Apri! 4th.

ENTRY BLANK

By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
PARIS (UPI 1President
Charles de Gaulle, the man who
stands for the "grandeur" of
France, is hastening the breakup of the once vast French
colonial empire.
Before World War H, it was
an empire that stretched around
the globe and, with populations
totaling 140 million, was second
only to the British Empire.
When Algeria becomes independent it will be reduced to
France itself plus a few scattered islands in the West Indies,
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the
Pacific and the Indian Ocean.
De Gaulle insists that the era
of colonial rule is dead. In its
place he seeks "assoriations,"
with France acting as economic,
cultural, financial and technical
adviser to a group of young independent republics, which
once were her colonies and
whose common language and culture still are French.
SURRENDERS INDIA
The first of France’s overseas
possessions to go were five tiny
colonies in India with populations totaling only 346,000. Unlike Portugal, which held on to
Goa and two other enclaves until the Indians seized them,
France surrendered her Indian
possessions gracefully to the republic of India between 1952
and 1954.
But France also fought her
colonial wars.
From 1945 until 1954 the
flower of the French army was
locked in a conflict to hold Indochina, the jewel of the French
empire. It took the crushing de=0111.

(Pinata Pr ti

NAME

Editor:
Last Tuesday TASC sponsored
a peace vigil entitled "Turn Toward Geneva." One of the monitors at the booth said and I
quote, "The United States has
failed to take the initiative to
end the arms race and nuclear
testing."
The United States has always
gone to Geneva in good faith.
We have always preached to put
an end to nuclear testing provided that the Russians do the
same. The United States has
supported and abided by every
agreement drawn up at Geneva.
The Russians, however, have had
a bad habit of breaking them.
A good example is the nuclear
test ban broken by the Russians
in the fall of 1961.

feat at Dien Bien Phu in 1954
to convince France that holding
on to Indo-China was beyond
its strength.
In the Geneva peace settlement in July, 1954, Indo-China
was split into four separate independent states -- North and
South Viet Nam, Cambodia and
Laos. France’s Far Eastern empire was lost,
While the Indo-China war still
raged, the drive for independence surged through Morocco
and Tunisia too, both of them
French protectorates.
MOROCCO INDEPENDENT
On March 2, 1956, Morocco became an independent kingdom
and on March 25, 1956, Tunisia
elected its constituent assembly
after receiving increasing measures of self-government since
1947.
But the great dissolution of
empire was masterminded by De
Gaulle himself.
On Sept. 12, 1958, De Gaulle
had a vote held throughout
French Africa.
Guinea voted for full independence. De Gaulle, angered
and disappointed, jettisoned her
at once. Today Guinea is a lef t leaning republic with few ties
with France.

In 1958 Russia had just completed a nuclear test series. Immediately after its completion,
she began screaming fi.:r a test
ban. Both Russia and tlw United
States went to Geneva and
signed an agreement tu end nuclear testing.
Three years later, after Russia had classified all the information from her previous tests,
she broke the test ban and resumed nuclear testing. Now we
are in Geneva again. What
agreements can we expect? We
probably will end up signing a
watered-down agreement to end
nuclear testing.
The question now arises
whether the Russians will abide
by this agreement. They broke
the previous test ban. What is
keep them from breaking this
o n e? NOTHING! Khrushchev
has stated that "We will bury
you" and that "your grandchildren will grow up under communisum." With statements li ke
this, how od we expect the Russians to live up to disarment
agreements and test bans?
11111 Pollaeak
%Sit 117M-I

’Why Is Davis
Enrolled at SJS?’
Editor:
Since Brent Davis, in his letter of March 19, listed "educated by the State" along with all
the other calamities which befell his cradle-to-grave welfare
citizen, how come he not only
is enrolled in a state college but
even is president of its student
body?
Constance Smith
ASS 6603

bad case of flu: that will be the
fate of those who will perish
from radiation, polluted water,
starvation, infection, etc., in
must uncomfortable and unsani-

tary circumstances.
From the standpoint of spiritual agony, consider the pangs
of regret which the survivors
would feel in regard to the loss
of husbands, wives, and other
physical comforts, not to mention the destruction of the accumulated labors of artists, scientists, philosophers and all men
of great intellect, who have endeavored to raise mankind above
to bestial existence.
(To tie (’ontinued)
Page Brownton
ASH 1220

Writer Questions
Which Is Better
Editor:
Richard
II.
Reeb’s
letter
(March 151, in an effort to avoid
"takes
the
"fuzzymindedness,
position that ideas are not
equally valid, that the world is
either black or white and that
there are "firm" standards of
right and wrong.
I would ask Mr. Reeb, is it
"better" to plow five acres a
day or play Bach’s harpischord
concerto in D minor? To gain
a bag of gold or a year of
knowledge? To eat a plate of
beans or dig an irrigation ditch?
To take a trip to India or to take
an Indian to task?
Which is better, Mr. Reeb?
You really shouldn’t find it difficult to answer these questions,
if, indeed, the world is as you
think it to be.
D. H. Milton
ASS A12801

’Before You Push
The War Button ..

’Accept Communists
For What They Are’

Editor:
Jim McDonald, in his Thrust
and Parry" letter last Tuesday,
stated that "If we are not willing to fight, let us surrender
right now." Before you push the
war button, Jim, it would be
well for you to consider the
consequences of your decision.

Editor:
I believe we are all making
ourselves mentally sick in concentrating on the Communist
threat and the requirements of
determination
to resist this
threat,
For the sake of our mental
health, I believe we should observe the situation as intelligent
people. I do not think that we
should allow ourselves to become so threatened by the socalled Communist menace that
we lose our balance in our attempts to combat it.
We should accept the members of the Communist party for
what they aresincere and dedicated human beings whose sole
purpose is the betterment of
mankind.
It is only by taking this ra-

First, imagine the physical
agony on a world-wide scale.
Imagine the person you love
best fried alive in a large frying pan; that will give some indication of the pain to be endured by millions of individuaLs
exposed to nuclear blasts. Imagine your body slowly crushed in
a vise; that will be the fate of
those trapped in the rubble of
cities.
Recall the excruciating nausea
you have experienced during a

tionally realisticni
:ippsoar.t,
believe, that we can
ever h4,,
to attain peace and
gooil v.
among all Men.
Edward Hrontiiiir
Asl: :lot;

Muzzles
’Just OS

for

Profs

Improper’

uiiiit

EIt

is.: I..:
wfor the
hednsiti’rlale:
adininistri;ii,,,
or any faculty council
to ay
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determination" as Professor Carmiek
so aptlyddptlaypittittonit: the instructor
should not use the classroom
at
a sounding board for his
own
opinions, or abuse aeademic
treedom in order to inductriruite
his
students. The faculty council
I
think, supports this \,iew.Let
me
quote the final paragraph of
the
article "Council Affirms Professors’ Right" in the March 2,
1962, issue of the Spartan Daily:
"The council agreed that it is
well established that academk
freedom carries with it the eoncomitant obligation on the pan
of the instructor not to use the
classroom as a forum to express
personal opinions unrelated to
the purposes of his a.ssigned
courses of instruction."
To sum up, teacheis should
reject any attempt by anyone to
muzzle them, hut they should
remember that the teaching profession carries with it high
standards of ethics that should
not be violated in order to further a cause that is not in the
best interests of their country
Richard Herb
ASH A4829

evils are

But 12 other French African
territories voted to become semiautonomous republics within a
French community similar to the
British Commonwealth, In 1960
all of them chose complete independence. But most retained
varying ties of defense, economy,
finance, culture, education and
technical aid with France.
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A Guaranteed Summer Job in Europe
Upon Approval of Application for:
High School Seniors
College Students
Young Teachers
Spend a minimum of 4 weeks or a maximum of 3 months
on a job in Europe this summer. Your choice of work in 8
countries ranges from Resort, farm, field, camp, construction, child care or hospital work. Most jobs provide room
and board, plus anywhere from 540 to $130 a month,
depending on the class of lob.
Required

Round trip flight, New York
to Europe by SABENA BELGIUM AIR LINES.

Required

Choice of student fours formed
in Luxembourg of U. S. Stu’
dents. 118-67 days)

Optional

G
d job of type offered and selected.
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My Name for the Spartan Daily
Color Magazine Section Is:

Examples Cited
Of Russ Violations

Pres. de Gaulle Hastening
Colonial Empire Breakup

The winning names will be selected
on the basis of originality and how
they fit in with the names of other
S.J.S. publications such as: La
Torre, Lyke, Spartan Daily, eft.
Mr. Alvin Long, President of Long
Advertising Inc., San Jose Advertising agency.
Mr. Robert Hickey, Sunday Editor,
San Jose Mercury -News.
Mr Brent Davis, President, ASO,
San Jose State,

ment not be neglected does not
necessarily imply disagreement
with the first half. Professor
facu Ity
Porter’s suggested
speaker bureau may not be the
whole answer tu this problem,
but 1 feel that it is at least
a step in the right direction.
It. C. Lee
Mat Professor of Chemisty

-440-

Departures daily. June - July
Offered exclusively in this oreo for 4.5.1 S by

SAINT CLAIRE TRAVEL SERVICE

Capezios, instead of pussy-footing around are sure
and spirited, parading the primrose paths
of Spring in shapes as new as the
rat’s mull Muu.

SAINT CLAIRE TRAVEL SERVICE, 74 W. San Carlo, St., Sari Jose, CY 7-1700.
215 Town S Country Village, Steven, Creek Blvd., San Jose, CH I-2100
Gentlemen: Ye, I would like more information. Please send me
brochure
with complete detail,.

r 7
BLOOM’ S
SSSSSS - ns

ADDRESS
Address

.

PHONE
Deadline for coupon
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be witimined: April IS. "hi

KAN
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Aves

fn.
When nothing less than the our
est will do ... select from
treasure -house of brilliot of
monds ...set in mountings
exquisite design. And priced
according to our well-known
value policy.

LEAN
W. C.
hit/viers

sRlnu NOW - 61/1/0140.

35 South First Downtown
Valley Fair
1324 Lincoln Aye,
Willow Glen
Slur/Prat barge Accounts)

LEAN and JUNG
Since itef
FIRST

end SAN
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Survey Seeks Cause of Grads’
Ailing Soles: Too Much Walking
’Mit; E.. BROWNE
lontes of San Jose
State College might well comas fallen
plain of such ailments
bunions, if a
arches and aching
can
recent Spartan Daily survey
be trusted.
Although freshmen might find
the survey
it disheartening,
shows that Spartans are likely
nearly 1400 miles
ta hike across
of campus area pavement before
young that final jaunt iii (’Tiji

is roughly .r.00 steps long. Each
Melt is about two tmt.
Thus, he walks 3.500 feet, or
about two-thirds of a mile, before reaching the campus, according to the survey.
COMBINATIONS
On riallilUti, he’ll have to cover
ally combination of these distances tstoted to steretl
MG to lilt
807
MG to eatoteriit
614
1. to cafeteria
,155
NIG to WG
479
1111 to %VG
428
Cafeteria to 1111
293
CH to cafeteria
287
Jill to A
213
M to JIB .
177
I. to CH
.
16N
Across Outer Quad
1.511
WC, to cafeteria
135
L to SD
120
Administration to elf
120
Across Inner Quad
82
Cafeteria to A
80
Bookstore to CH
57
SD to CH .
46

and gown.
Take, for instance, the evidence recorded about one such
perambulator:
Not owning a "sneaky scooter" or "vesatile Volkswagen." he
parks his car five blocks from
e,roy day. F:rich hi uk

Associated Students
SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
presents

Dr. Robert Hutchins

Wr15.4E40,I NIGHT
tallics. Night

Basic Issues of a
Free Society"
Fr,

8 30 p m

March 23

Men., Gym

I Or
the

ACCF11.- AVIV!.
",

Gen Adm 51 SO

120611

TII I.,

Tric *Mc
I c
)
neves

THE FOLKSINGING GROUP

THE NOBLEMEN
Also
INDIAN FOLKSINGER

its should
anyone,:
ey sh:.
ching
it high
at should
er to fur.
lot in the
ruuntry

JES LONG
The Civic Playhouse
presents

THE GLASS
MENAGERIE
BY
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
Fridays Only
Students ’ 2 Price
& Saturday, 8:30 p.m.

136 W. SAN CARLOS
For Reservations call
CY 4-2247CY 5-0888
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400 South First
Derma Scandina,oe^
YOUNG SINNERS
end Award Winning
NAKED IN THE DeEP
Y 73060

TOWNE‘

1433 The Alameda
’..ZER CANNES FESTIVAL
.EMY AWARD NDstINEE
BEST ACTRESS
lIVWE
rnow..

Sophia kwelA

I"TWOWOMNI
and
THE TRUMPET
with Rafael Mendez

RATOGA 22’6
ALEC GUINNESS HITS
LAVENDER HILL MOB
Clostarring Stanly Holloway
THE P- ROMOTER

396 South First
THE 4 HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE
Glen Ford S Ingr.d Thulin
Ell LEE SUMMERS, with Noy Bergen
the6rt
)1i1 Ur
nt the
irigs of
Priced
Iowa

Alma & Almaden
JOURNEY TO THE 7TH PLANET
GUNS OF THE BLACK WITCH
and
VISIT TO ANOTHER PLANET
with Jerry Lewis

TROPICAIRE
TWIN-VUE DRIVE IN
Fast SANTA CLARA or tilt
North Screen
"LOVER COME BACK"
& ROMANOFF & JULIET
SOUTH SCREEN
FLOWER DRUM SONG
THE INNOCENTS

SPARTAN
ny5.3410

DRIVE IN 111EAIRE
II
So. Fast at Alma
FREE CAR HEA’’,
FLOWER DRUM SONG
THE INNOCENTS

ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS
rh Rot

TAKE A STUDY
BREAK AND SEE
A MOVIE!

1

c,
I
,

S12aztan2)aihi
Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jose, California, under the art of March 3, 11179. Member California Newspaper Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose State
College ’scent Saturday and Sunday,
during college year.
CAROLYN PERRI
Editor
Advertising Manager
SHERRY THOMPSON
JESSE CHAMBERS
Day Editor

FRANCE NUYEN
Also ,,ss 1,
THE IROKEN LAND
yeth Kent Taylor
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TO CATCH A MAN."

’The Chalk Garden
Resumes Run Tonight
SJS Speech and Drama
department’s production of Enid
Bagnold’s comedy, "The Chalk
Garden," will’re-opett tonight at
11:15 in the College Theater and
still 11.11, through Saturday night.
Tickets to the performances
ate available at the College
Theater box office, Fifth and
San Fernando $ts., at 5(1 cents
fin. students and $1 general
admision.
"’The Chalk Garden," direchwl
by Dr. Paul W. Davee, associate
professor of driuna. is basically
a comedy with a touch of mystery, although it has often been
called a suspense mystery.
Miss Bagnold’s play is placed
in is 1955 setting in the manor
house of a family of position in
4..--.._..---..---..-----.1
1

iew4ePe
Plans for a $6.8 million dental
center moved a step closer to
reality for UCLA students, when
the hoard of regents approved
schematic plans for the complex
of the structure, the Daily Bruin
said recently.
A repeal of the 2.0 (C) grade
point average amendment at Los
Angeles city college was defeated by a three and one-half per
cent margin recently, according
In) the Los Angeles Collegian.
Dr. Paul Silt. former Nationalist
Chinese delegate to the
United Nations recently told
University of Minnesota students
that "The free Chinese on Formosa have a realistic hope of
recapturing the mainland in the
near f nit ure ." the Minnesota
Daily said.
New Mexico Governor Edwin
L. Mechem recently issued a
public statement in favor of requiring students applying for
federal education loans to swear
that they do not hold subversive
political beliefs. The statement
backed the University of New
Mexico’s lxiarcl of regents’ stand
in favor of the requirment, according to the New Mexico
Lobo.

Sussex, England. The mysterycomedy revolves about the relationships between its characters
and the struggle of an aging lady
to hang onto the past.
First produced at Ou. Ethel
Barrymore theater in New York
City in October 1955, the contemporary comedy has had successful plays in theaters in New
York and England.
Taking the leading roles for
the SJS production are Jane
Lambert as Mrs. St. Mauginun.
the aging English lady; Joan
I.ankenau as Miss Madrigal. OW
prim governess of Nfrs. St.
Maugham’s I6-year-old granddaughter, Laurel: and Bonda
Lewis as laurel.
Others in the cast are Charles
Drew as Maitland, "man servant" of Mrs. St. Maughman; Lee
Ruggles as Olivia, Laurel’s
mother who remarried "for
lover" Bonnie Roseveare as the
Nurse of Mr. Pirdcbell, the on-seen invalid who was once Mr’s.
St. Maugham’s butler; Russell
Holcomb as the Judge, a friend
of Mrs. St. Maugham’s; and
Sandra Emery and Cathi Purcell, other applicants for the
governess position.
Directing the stage crews for
the production are Wendell J
Johnson, professor of drama. designer; Miss Berneice E. Prisk.
associate professor of drama.
costumes; and Kenneth R. Durst,
.0 , r i m a
assistant
lighting

111:1n
.ite rolls-.
-ym.
photo, Irasid ;Whin
tip to
its well-known reputation in this
area when it opened its twonight concert before a vapachy
Concert Hall audience last Midst.
The program will he repeated
again naught at II ill in (’invert
Hall under the baton of Dr.
Hubert litire, associate professor
of music. There is no admission
...ad to the concert.
The concert’s featured piano
soloist Lynne Howe, junior from
san Mateo, drew a thunder of
optimise from the audience and
esen a few "brastis."
Miss Howe’s superb playing
GT the first movement of Mendelssohn’s Concerto in G minor.
Op. ’20 allowed her excellent
talent of mastering such difficult
pieces.
The Concerto’s first movement, Moho allegro con Wrier,,
offers a full-scale piano performance. Its two themes are technically virtuoso.
Miss Howe, who has performed numerous recitals and
solos, is studying at SJS under
John Delevoryas, associate professor of music.
The Symphonic band’s excellent playing particularly shone
through dining its pert. ’11,7:1’’
of Siegfried’s "Filrierril
from 55emer’s i;iera ’UP I;42et

Bak mas

I.15

Th., folk tune "When Jrdirtny
Comes Nlarciting ib..rne" came
through "Anierican Salute" in a
.ry gsaid
dramatically riev.
hatidlinkt It us the 13,-to- of rt11.Viis’
%bleb a per.k.m simply cannot
so still thiouehlout it, Pmfor
Mali.
"
Music,"
S ii 1’ lel
ni.rt
twii.r.art woli a quiet mournful
opening and was built up by the
band’s per erissionists to a dramatic, tstiming ending full of
purv but beautiful agony.
The arrangement of the "Funeral Music" performed for the
concert was made especially for
the SJS Symphonic hand by In’.
Johnathan

Elkus.

professor of

music at Lelii,..91
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IRSURARCE

PAY BY THE MONTH
AUTO INSURANCE

We insure preferred, standard.
and substandard risks.

KEY
Insurance Exchange
For estimate or interview toll

Corsages for
All Occasions
CY 2-0462

ROSS BEAUDOIN
CY 5-1159 or CY 4-6269
10th & Sante Clara

------’,1r,1191010601e’Vret,e’Ve’,#".,,’11031"...01:.",";/

Student Bowling
35c . . .

anytime!

other student benefits
1

$

Try our
STEAK

$135 I

16 Clean Alleys

Downtown Bowl
375

W. Santa Clara St.

graduates! LOOK AHEAD
TO
WITH MACY.S
EXECUTIVE
TRAINING

FAMOUS
DINNER
STEAK

PROGRAM
our post -graduate "program in business" is tor men and women graduates who are amb,tious en
thusiustic, willing to learn and willing to work hard Any maior or degree considered
Macy’s executives train you for positions of responsibility, for a remunerative lifetime career
continual progress for Macys is constantly expanding

ANGE1 A YS
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA

THE INNOCENTS
ERAL S III SO THIRD

with

the future is brighttor you and tor Maeys with seven modern Bay Area stores now nioie coming
soon Northern Califorma is booming. So is macy’s! Our expansion otters you many new opportunities
Mr G. Luther Weibel, Vice President for Personnel. and MIS Margaret Tucker Employment Director
be
on campus to talk with interested students and help you look ahead
Date March 30

Time 900 a in

0
0
$
0

CY 4-7800 1.

OPPORTUNITY

Tonight!

FREE PARKIN(. - Al S

Morton
composer
"American Salute."

AT LOW RATES

Flower
Shop

Angelo serves
only the best
cuts of beef

WILLIAM HOLDEN CLIFTON WEBB

SATAN
NEVER
SLEEPS

WIVIIWAL/’

Concert’s First Night Scores
Success for SJS Bond

Visit Our
Lariat Room

A FOX WEST COAST. THEATRE

kN

STREETS
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NI to caleterr
44
m to A
36
"Our hero found that he had
taken 5701 steps by the time
he made it back to that parked
car," the Daily’s investigator reports. OW day: 11,402 feet, or
MOM than two !Mies.
By the close of the semester,
this sole-searchiug scholar had
scuffed 456,080 steps.
"Which is the same as 912.160
feet, And that’s 172 miles.
"Now multiply 172 miles by
eight semesters, and you’re
likely to find that this tired
graduate hiked 1376 miles for a
bachelor degree.’
This may not be you, the report points out. You might walk
farther. Or perhaps you live in
dorm or near-by apartment, in
which ease you might walk less.
CHART INCOMPLETE
Nor is the chart complete. The
surveyor omitted such buildings
as industrial arts.
’Too far just for the sake of
a survey," he said.
The report also called attention to the fact that the estimated mileage doesn’t take into
account such variables as:
Male students who take a
fancy to a certain turn of leg
and follow it around the campus
aimlessly.
Female students with a cer. n turn of leg that know
ilie!.’re being followed, and walk
"just for kicks."
More than six Nips daily to
II coffee shop.
Taking more than six or
en years to .graduate.
Jumping up and doW11 in
physical education classes.
Ttegistrat ion day activities.
iCommented the reporter: "This
I’. an essay On motion."I
Sneaking rides on passing
sfrini1idskeepers’ carts.
Making further subjective
comments, the reporter stated:
"Go back to that chart a minute. Study it. There’s more to it
than first meets the eye. For
instance:
"Everyone knows that artists
are poverty stricken. They grow
beards to save blades, and frequently starve in lonely garrets.
So who’s close to the cafeteria
an this campus?
OtTHER AWAY
:lipase you’re studying
either a text or a member of
ne opposite sex) in the library.
!1.1 you’re suddenly sick. Not
,Iiirt Sahl sick, but sick sick.
:.air need a doctor. And where’s
:he doctor? He’s even farther
away that the cafeteria."
However, the report concludes
on a happy note.
"All this walking is in the best
interests of the student body.
Like true Spartans, San Jose
State students graduate in good
}rape; they are well-prepared
much pavement pounding in
:ii subsequent search for cm. yrIont "

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Plare Placement Service

Niacys
fiCe#:"Aor;i

4SPARTAN

SJS Baseball Team Divides Oregon Spikers Have DepthWinter
Doubleheader with UOP Tigers
DULY

Wednesday.Match 21

1962

la lead the Spartans couldn’t overbaseball come. They scored one run in the
last half of the eight inning on a
learn split a doubleheader with
single by Phil Ertl and a triple by
the COP Tigers losing the first
Fisher. Bob Pimentel walked to
game 4-3 and taking the second place runners on first and third
game 9-5.
but F.d Bauer grounded out to
The Tigers started the scoring second base to end the ball game.
In the second game SJS scored
in the first game with two runs
in toe fifth inning on singles by a rim in the first on two hits by
Dairen Severn.. Eric Jacobs and Ron Lindenman and Lou Romero.
San Jose scored three more in
Dick Davey.
the second on two hits to take
The Spartans came back In
a 4-0 lead. COP came hack with
the last half Id the inning with
one run in the third on a long
one run on a triple by Ed Bauer
homerim over the left center
and a single by Dave Doak.
field fence $70 feet away by
The Spartans tied the score in
Pitcher Mike Porter.
the sixth when they scored one
The Tigers scored four runs in
run on one hit. Carl Fisher walked
and Bob Pimen t el doubled tut the fourth inning without getting
a hit. Pitcher Jim Visher gave up
score him.
The Tigers came tip with two four walks and three errors by
ming to tala his teammates accounted for the
COP rum.
--seadladhashaskashalladlue~dik,
San Jose got two runs in the
last half of the fifth inning on
singles by Jim Visher and Lindenman.
The big hitter for the Spartans was Lindenman. Ile got
three hits and scored two runs
for the Spartans in the second
game. Gary Vice accounted for
By JOHN HENIM

The

San

Stale

Jose

California in a triangular t.-ark
By FRED RAGLAND
meet at 1 p.m. Saturday in I
"They have good men. depth
Berkeley, Conch Dean Miller’s
:end don’t have any weaknesses."
siss freshmen take .01 a strong r
Thus did SJS track coach Bud
Winter evaluate the University of Cal fresh club at the same time
Oregon spike forces Monday at the and place.
three runs for 5t55 in the second
Oregon, rated one of the counfirst meeting of the Northern Caligame.
fornia Track Writers assn. at Di- iry’s top teams, will be favored,
San Jose plays Chico state to- maggio’s in San Francis,.
to v.itt the varsity encounter, but
Wintet and his athletes aren’t goday at 3 p.m. at Municipal staThe Spartans meet the Ina t’ .sincede the Ducks a thing.,
gun Ducks and Uniersit
dium.

ord Dote is 3:51.6, tune
in a
4:12.2 effort at Fresno.
Tucker, who has a h,
, ,7
blazed a 4:11.9 mil.; ii
Vandenberg lam week 1...%1,
was
second in 4:14.8.
The high jump should Is;
team,
an.
world class sprinters. , other top event with Ore:stn,
S.IS’
California and San Jose ettep
Jirisoly
and
Dennis Johnson
repre-0magbenti, will get their stiff- sented by men who have cleared
est test of the yet young season 6-8 or better. Vance Barnes turned
when they go against Oregon’s the trick for SJS last week
and
has a best of 6-1o. Gene Johnson
has run
Jer
Harry Jer
tlw 100-yard dash In 9 3 and the of Cal and ’retry !Jewel’s ii of the
Ducks have both been ti-S.
220 around a turn In a windthe
latter indoors.
aIded
Johnson has also toured the century in 9.3 and has a 20.6 in a
straight 220 to his credit. The Jamaican flash hasn’t reached top
The freshman bat.,; ..
form yet, however, and will have,
goes after its fourth will t the
to make a top effort to beat Jeseason today at 3:15 pm when
rome.
they meet Campbell high
school
Omagbemi beat Johnson in the
on the Spartan diamond.
MO Saturday in 9.5. Johnson was
Only one run has Issm scored
timed in 9.6, good for his first
against the frosh in the li,i three
effort. Jerome hasn’t run the 100
games.
yet this season but captured the
220 at Fresno in 21.0.
FREE 45 r.p.m. Reecrds
Another top event will he the
aith each Haircut
mile where American champion
"We’re open Mon. Aro Sat."
Dyrol Burleson will be competCommercial Barbershop
ing for Oregon against 5.18 soph42 EL South 1st St., El Paso Court
omore Ben Tucker and junior
Appts. it desired, CV 3 8804
Ron Davis. Burleson, whose rec-

"We’ll fight like a cornered bear," ,
he
Ostateigdo.n opened its outdoor sea- r
son Saturday by mangling Fresno,
state 1121g -171e, the highest scorel
ever run up against a Bulldog’

Frosh Nine Play

RENT A

TYPEWRITER

Special Student Rates

3 mos.

18

1ST GAME
(OP ..
000 020 02I 6 0
tkiS
... 000 011 01-3 7 0
Marconi and Davey. Guilkor and
Doak. Ertl

USE OUR "RENT
TO OWN" PLAN
meg,0
BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Third & San Fernando
esseeeritememetelefelImetalatemememles

2ND GAME
LOP
001 400 0.5 2 3
5.115
130 230 0 9 14 3
Porter, Kent and Culbertson.
Visher and Doak.

"A whistle -a wink -and Wildroot...
gets her every time

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
The Spartan Rendezvous
eel

ON APRIL 10 the Los Angeles Dodgers will
open their 1962 season in the new Chavez Ravine stadium. The Dodgers are hoping to raise

season is over. Both the Dodgers and the L.A.
Angels will use the park. Numbers indicate the
distances from home plate to the outfield fences.

the National league pennant there after the

Former Spartans Turn Out
For Alumni Football Contest

Judo Tournament
At San Jose State
Saturday Evening

The first alumni football gamej top sellers will compete in a charin San Jose States history will be j iot race between halves.
played April 7 at 3:30 p.m.
5..11
St I,, will IWO.
The game will be preceded 1:
judo teams from all over the state
a program of sports exhibitions in
of California Saturday at 7 p.m.
golf. basketball, wrestling, track
when the California state judo
boxing and gymnastics startim
championships are held in the
at 2:30 p.m.
men s gymnasium.
scented
is
Nista.
.a
peck
up
It:,
it
Three bay area football coaches.
Each team will enter five top
auson,
of
theState’s
San
Jose
all ex-Spartans, have agreed to
regardless of size. San Jose
play in the game. They are George gymnastics squad participates in men
State is planning on entering two
Porter. head coach at Monterey its final dual meet of the year
teams. Only one is set at this time.
Peninsula college: Bill Walker. tonight in the Spartan gym at
howevz-r.
head coach at Del Mar high school, 7:30 p.m. against San Francisco
and Jim Wheelehan, assistant state.
The first team will be composed
r
Friday the gymnasts travel to
coach at San Jose city college.
of Larry Stufloten, Lee Parr, Dave
Long Beach to participate in the
Former Spartans Merle Flatt- ; state college championships, which Sawyer, Sanford Alcorn and Wai
ren Minami. Coach Yosh Uchith,
ley end on the 1954 team: Dan last through Saturday.
has not named his second treim t,
Colchicn, row with the San FranMike Lucero was the lone Sparcisco 49ers: Ray Norton, 49er half- tan to place in the busy team’s set.
back: Tom .Lauderback. with the last
tournament, the Western InTickets for the champ.;
Oakland Raiders. and Clairre Ap- tercollegiate
Gymnastics
assn.
Cm be put chased from members ol
pledoorn have also agreed to play. championships at
Sacramento last j the judo team or at the door. Price
is Si.
Former Spartan great Billy Wil- weekend.

Great Chow at Low Low Prices
SPECIAL STEAK DINNER

$1.10
CHICKEN DINNER

$1.25
FREE PARKING
545 South Second St.

Gymnastics Team
To Face Gators

SAVE
On Your Cleaning & Laundry Cost
23c
40c

SHIRTSWashed and Pressed
PANTSWashed and Pt cssed
20% Discount to Studerr’s on
Dry Cleaning
SKIRTS, PANTS, SWEATERSDRY CLEANED,
(Same price a, Coin -Op)

ON!

Y 1 ic

WONDER CLEANERS
12+h and Santa Clara

CY 5..8763

son, now an assistant coach with
the 49ers. has indicated that he
will play in the game.

New
jube-Formula
Wildroot)
Really Works!

Tickets for the game ale e.r1
sale in the student affairs office
or can be purchased from fraternity and sorority members. Cost
of the tickets is $1.50 for genet al
admission and 50 cents for students. children and holders of faculty athletic privilege cards.
A sales contest is on between
the fraternities and sororities. The

CAN OPERATED

Grooms
clean as a whistle . . .
quick as a wink

Will

the

girl

who

lost the bookworm in
Robert’s Book Store
please come in and
find him? He’s run-

NEW
NEW
NEW

-dissolving tube formula works faster and
cleaner than ever.

ning

through

Paperback

formula actually disappears in
no white residue on your comb.
long-lasting tube formula keeps your hair in place.
Maybe your girl will muss up your hair, but not
much else will. Give new tube-formula Wildroot
non -greasy tube
our hair, leaves

a try. You’ll like it!

our

Join the thousands who are saving money every day. Why wait 3 or 4 days for
your cleaning when you can do it yourself in your own individual machine in just
45 MINUTES? Professional instructor to help you.

Section

like mad!!!!

B-W NORGE COIN -OPERATED DRY CLEANERS

ROBERTS
BOOK STORE

0..-.’,

J...14 HIAIBHE CoolM,,r

505TH fULATH ST.
SAN .1051
CY711123

Hour..

9 A.M

to 10 P M

[vii y Duy

PRESSING WHILE YOU WAIT
481 E. San Carlos
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The whthr Sox have it campaign
get young men in the position
by veterans. This
onnerly held
guy not work this year; but watch
ra in the future.
The youth movement centers on
a piing catcher named Carrillo
(2711, he must take the
pkee of 37 -year-old Sherm Lollar
,2AJI. If he does the youth moveTint is in the way.

?S

10

field that finds Jim Landis
(.2)43) and Floyd It 0 Itt rs s (In
(.810). The latter an- young and
strong. The big roadblock Is Al
Smith (.21)4 and 28 tire.) who
won’t he counted out.

Murphy’s Track Rise
A Real Storybook Tale

Tlic Luna untiers, the ilust kvs
and Moulder’s Gestapo kept a firm
hold on their respective II, D and
F league leads in the independent
version of the intramural basketball program Monday.
Howie Kitagawa took the initiative again for the Rumrunners.
scoring 19 of his team’s 57 points
The team’s opponents, previously
unbeaten A.A.. garnered 47.

11.!, JOHN 111-.NIttr
traini in so, junior and he.
d high point in his career v.tici, hr
years.
ran the fastest two-mile race
Danny Murphy’s rise in the
He started on the track team as I 19:14.41 by an American freshman
’rack world reads like the story
a miler. However, the distance: this year.
Isook heroes we have all heard
was too short for him to go all
Miller looks for big thing’s
about.
out.
from Danny this season. He
Murphy, who at 18 is one of the
He began running the two arid hopes that Murphy will go under
most promising distances runners
three-mile events. His prep career, nine minutes In the tAntemile.
in the nation, never competed in was
climaxed with national high The treQuunn record is
track until his sophomore year at
Murphy is one of the i,:,itlera
school records in the two-miler
Mira Costa high school in Manthrew. mile r14:31.5) and ,,or kers in the frosts track
hattan Beach, Calif.
according to Miller. Ile harr
the 50(8) meter 115:04.61 events.
The first man to realize MurHe set these records In one only seven days practicer in thir
phy’s potential was SJS freshlast four years.
race. The record was math. by
man coltell Drttill Miller, then
Later this season Danny will
having three %e-pirate timings at
track coach at Mira Costa, MB each distance.
compete in the 5000-meter rim. his
ler had Murphy in a P.E. class.
Murphy continued his unbeaten best es ent according to Miller.
One day as a punishment, Miller
told Murphy to take a rap around.istreak throughout the SJS frosh Miller and Murphy are aimint,
the athletic wiekl. Murphy had a. moss country meets. Ile reached the Olympic 10,000 meters.
natural style that impressed

The Hustlers stayed in the D
league lead the easy way, by getrig a forfeit win from the Quesn Marks.
Moulder’s Gestapo downed AFP.trrC No. 2, 47-38. Gestapo’s
Larry liansen’s 26 markers was
high for the day.
While the aforementioned victors were holding on to their bids
for league championships, I House
Five, Newman Nites No. 1, and the
Independents were winning, also.

DAN MURPHY is one of the
John Newgard led I House to a
most promising distance run52-28 win over Newman Niles No.
2, in D league action. That game’s ners in San Jose State history.
He is the holder of national high
loser’s
brother club,
Newman
Mites No. 1, beat the Beavers, 45- school record times in the two39. John Winding led Newman mile, three-mile and 5000 meter
The outfield Is youthful now,
with 17 points. The Independents, races.
The
youth
movement
bogs
down
tart Chicago hopes to move
once again led by Jack Baker,
at
second
base
where
(.310
ageless
rookie Mike HersItherger
scored a 51-42 triumph over Oden.
Nellie
Fox
(.2511
is
holding
strong.
ith Sal I)iego) into the out_ Fox and shortstop Luis Aparicio Baker got 24.
Intramural volleyball is apgive the Sox one of the best
double-play combinations in the proaching, with the fraternity and
Make a
independent divisions scheduled to
league.
play two separate tournaments,
Dote for
Charlie Smith (.248) and J. C.
April 6 and 7 and April 2, 3 and4,
Bowling
Martin (.230) will battle for time
Coach Kutch Krikorian’s tennis
respectively.
third base position left vacant
The winners of each tourney team travels to Moraga today to
by Andy (2arey’s trade to Philtake on the St. Mary’s college net adelphia. Both men are young will meet each other in the Allmen at 2 p.m.
and timid become good in the College tournament, to be held
The Spartans have taken three
April 10-11.
future.
of their five matches thus far.
Intramural
badminton
is
schedAt shortstop the White Sox are
Their two losses were to tennis
set with Aparicio. Luis 1.272) is a uled for April 6 through 12, omit- powers California and Stanford.
ting
April
8.
fine hitter and even better fielder.
Their wins were over Santa BarEight contestants remain in the
He is considered the best shortstop
bara, Santa Clara and U.S.F.
running for the intramural table
in the American league.
Going for San Jose will be GorThe pitching staff can only be tennis championship. They are Lee don Stroud, Lee Junta, Stillson
given a fair rating. Juan Pizzaro Junta, Ron Bassal, John Ross, Judah, Russell Wright, Bob Adams
Harland McDaniel, Mike Secter, and Bob Burton.
114-71 leads the staff.
Frank Baumann (10-13) must Clarence Towers, George Tognetti
Stroud has beaten two and lost
CT 4-2810
regain his old form If he Is ex- and John Hammond.
to three of his opponents in singles
pected to boost the Sox’ hopes.
play. He fell to his last opponent,
Early Wynn (8-2) Is 42 -years
from Santa Barbara, in three sets.
old and may be over the hill
Junta has the same record. In
his last match, he beat his opnow.
ponent, 7-5, 6-4. Judah has a three
Youngsters corning up from the
win, two loss record in singles
minors will be the main hope for
San Jose State’s golf team en- play. He and Bob Adams salvaged
the Chisox. Gary Peters (13-10
with San Diego) and Joel Horlen counters the University of Cali- the only match victory in the
(12-9 with San Diego) will have to fornia divotmen tomorrow at the Stanford game by winning their
"me through if the White Sox San Jose country club. Match time doubles match.
In the last four tennis matches,
is 1 p.m.
are to improve their position.
The Spartans hope to get back Spartans Russ Wright and Bob
Ray Herbert (12-121, Herb
Score (1-2) and John Buzhardt on the winning road tomorrow, Adams have split. Bob Burton has
16-181 must come back if the after falling 161,4401/2 to Fresno won one and lost two of his last
three singles matches.
pitching staff is to become state Friday.
The SJS freshmen net ters tangle
Friday the Spartans will again
stronger.
play host, this time to the Univer- with Washington high school at :3
PREDICTION: Fourth Plaee.
p.m. today on the Spartan courts.
sity of San Francisco.
Orioles.
Next. Th. %Hi
The Sox gave up 38-year-old
Minnie Minoso (.280) to get Joe
Cuningham (.286). However, Cunningham may lose his first base
job to Bob Farley 1.307 with Tacoma).

Netters To Battle
St. Mary’s Team
Today in Moraga

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos

)st
23c
Oc

1 Fic

3 763
IMMINi

Golfers Meet Cal
At Country Club

SPECIAL

It took some persuading on Miller’s part to convince Murphy to
come out for the cross country
team.
When Murphy finally mune
out he was behind all the other
runners In training. Ile was anything but a suecess in his sophomore year, placing 87th in the
league cross country meet,

GOLF RATES
To SJS FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

$1.00
SATURDAY,
FROM 1 AM. ,
1 P.M, to
AFTER

tie didn’t even earn his leth.:
in cross country that year. Then I.
came out for track that spring in,’
showed a lot of promise.
During the summer Murpli,
trained hard for the next season
of cross country and track.

SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
I P
2 P.m
7 P.M

PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB
SOUTH WHITE ROAD

STORY ROAD

NEAR

FOREMOST

That full, in cross eountry, he
showed what a great future he
has. After finishing fur down
the list in the league Meal’ the
year to-fort-, Murphy went wide-

Athlete of the: Week
Um m m, it’s

IRoger Werne
Big Auto
bounce Saunas Announced
Women and married men over
21: 575 less $13 dividend, or a net
of $65 (based on current 17 per
cent divldend). Single men under
25: 1252 Nss 545 dividend. or a mt
of $209.
siono.000 14dity nlery Liabaity, $5,000
Property Damage and $500 Medic&
Payments. Other coverage, at corn.
parable savings. Payments can be
made once, twice or four times
ye., Call or writ. for full information to George 14. Campbell,
544 Maple Avenue, Sunnyvale
IlEgent 9-1741 (day Ss Pile).

Roger Werne, freshman pole vaulter,
ii

is this week’s FOREMOST athlete of
the week. Saturday he vaulted 14 feet
to set a new San Jose State freshman
record. His best jump in high
was I3-6. Last

week

school

at San Jose City

Delicious . . .
FOREMOST
Ice Cream

College he tied the frosh record of
,13-11, set by
Roger

is

Ken Bower in

really

coming

up

1961.
in the

world of pole vaulting.

An invitation to shape your own future...

cov)(A(

007

-

Let Us Put the Zing of Spring
Into Your Winter -Weary Car!
Have Your Car Completely Checked Out
By Top Journeyman Mechanics

LEVI’S

vi COMPLETE LUBRICATION SERVICE
vT TIIORMIGII MOTOR TUNE-UP
Electric & Fuel Systems
DRESSY

WESTERN JEANS

f

ItS Americas top
leans stylingthe
long in LEVI’S
looktailored in
America’s top sportswear Mules!
Doublerstitched pockets, seems and
relte. copper rivets at all strain points,
your choice of popular
sportswear colors! Come in and try on a
panyou’ll
love ’ern’

J BRAKE SERVICE
Hydraulic System & Drum Turning

V COMPLETE ENGINE RE-RUILDING

$495
’" YAGER & SILVA
kuvoitm 78 So. 1st
CY 5-8968
Oily

The Complete Service Station

rt

241 S.
1st

CV 2-4014

Opo.n Thursday Nites
for

Opportunities for advancement at General
Telephone are particularly promising because
communications is one of the nation’s highestranking growth industries.
To help you grow with the company. the General
Telephone System provides planned training
programs, and encourages and aids an individual
in self-development.
Many college graduates have earned early
advancements with General Telephone within

Employment

Opportunities:
The General Telephone
Company of California
has many employment
opportunIfiet for college
trained people. Confect
your Placement Office
Ion full ieloret8110n

the areas of their own interests and attributes.
If you majored in Engineering, Mathematics,
Physics, Business Administration, the Liberal
Arts or the Social Sciences, then there are many
fine opportunities in numerous locations where
you can count on a management career.
We invite you to explore your own possibilities
at General Telephone. As a start, ask your Placement Director for a copy of our brochure.

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
GENERAL
Americo’, largest
Independent Telephone System

drall
oil

tiSPARTAN DAILY

Guest Theologian
Will Summarize
’Christian Rational’

Wednesday, March 21, 1962

Prof’s Paper
ROTC Capt. Paul Lasker Holds To Be Given
Soldier’s Medal: Parachute Jump Paris Confab

I a body hurtled through the nylon
cords of his chute. The man was
Six years ago, Capt. Paul E.
the forward observer.
Lasker, now assistant professor
CHCTE CLOSED
of military science at SJS, was
Said Captain Lasker, "His chute
awarded the Soldier’s Medal,
was loose from Its pack, but INAS
Captain Luker, then a young deflated. For some reason it had
second lieutenant taking airborne . not opened."
training at Fort Bragg, was on ;
Captain Lasker broke the man’s
field maneuvers with his outfit, C I tall by grabbing the man’s limp
company, 325th regiment, 82nd
Airborne division.
By TIM BARR

Ills outfit, in which he was a
platoon leader, was on a three-day
bivouac. The conclusion of the exercise was a combat parachute
jump.
GREEN LIGHT
According to Captain Lasker.
"Our forward observer, a sergeant
first class, was in door number
two, and I was in door one. When
the green light
came on,
I
jumped."
As Captain Lasker plummeted
toward the earth, he counted ...j
one thousand one, one thousand I
two, on up to four. It would take
four seconds for his chute to billow and slow his fall. He recalled
looking up and seeing his chute
CAPT. PAUL E.alL’ASKER
just coming out of its pack. The
. . . saves life
chute assumed a horizontal attitude because it was not yet open.
Then, seemingly out of nowhere. canopy. The two swung violently
in spaces as Lasker’s own chute
finally opened.
Double Edge Razor Blades
The two men yelled to one anFinest Surgical Steel, honed in oil.
other, the second assuring CapFull money back guarantee. 25-304,
100-854, 200-51.50, 500-53.30, 1000tain Lasker he was all light. LasKM Postpaid. Packed 5 blades to
ker clung to the canopy of the
package, 20 packages to carton.
sergeant, as the latter dangled
C.O.D. orders accepted. Postcard
15 feet below.
brings general merchandise catalog.
RAPID DESCENT
TAYLOR PRODUCTS CO.
Said Captain Lasker, "I looked
17 Overlook Rd., Chatham N. J.
rI for the first tlim The

CORONA

UNDERWOOD

ROYAL

REMINGTON

...7/petvriferi
TYPEWRITERS RENTED

Lt

SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
$1 8
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchese price
of any machine if you decide to buy.
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

’TOO

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free

Parking

24 S. SECOND ST.

CYpress 3-6383

THE HOLLOW CHURCH . . .
I

.1,1IERICAN CI: LTURE"

Continuing a series of discussions on "the world looks at itself";
this week an examination of the failures of the "church" in contemporary culture.

Time:
Wednesday

ride:

7:30 p.m.

Speaker:
Mr. Mark Rutledge
Place:
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER, 300 South Tenth
Sponsored Gy’ UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY, Cr 8-0204
(Presbyterian. Congregational, Disciples)

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Officio-Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders
FOR SALE
---,
. n.hs
P,I,. p5600. Must se.1 3350. Stereo arnolifyin,
t4sterm’ Co ’wemty wet amp’.fiers
pro amplifiers, Moulder Hall Pm. 305
CY 4-7927.

Ampex stereo recorder

Ii

The paper, "Design Reliability
of Automotive Components." uses
the past performances of automoOTHERS ON SCENE
Almost instantly, the two were tive parts to predict the reliability
joined by a general, colonel and of parts and how to design them
a major accompanied by a medical for greater reliability.
corpsman.
The colonel asked, "Lasker, are
you hurt?"
-No. sir," was the reply.
"All right then, move out," was
the retort.
When Captain Lasker visited
Applications for admission to
the sergeant in the hospital sev- Phi Alpha Theta, scholastic honeral days later, he learned the orary history society, are availman, a devout Catholic, had gone able in CH223.
to mass directly before the Jump
The requirements for admission
and had "gotten a clean slate" as are 12 units of history with a
he put it.
3.01 average, and a 2.75 over-all
For his actions, Captain Lasker average.
was awarded the Soldier’s Medal.
The deadline for application is

Honorary Society
Open to Historians

MEANING OF MEDAL
Major Russell Johnson, another
of the SJS military science faculty. explained the meaning of the
Soldier’s Medal.
"The medal is rarely awarded
to an officer. A man must have
risked his own life to save that of
another."
Looking back, one thing still
bothers Captain Lasker. He wonders if holding on to the man for
,lie full extent of the fail may
have caused more injury than if
Ile had released him and let him
deploy his emergency chute, which
would let him float to the ground
.n a normal manner.

Job Interviews
T.)1/1.1’
Note: Interviews are held in the
Placement Office, Adm234. Appoint.
rent lists are put out in advance of the
interview. Students are requested to
sign up earlyEd.
TOM 0 R ROW
Pastille Telephone and Telegraph
co. will interview majors in business and liberal arts.
Western Electric will interview
majors in business administration.
Sandia corp. will interview majors in electrical and industrial engineering.
Mt. Diablo Unified district In
Concord (Contra Caste county)
will interview candidates for prospective elementary and high school
teachers.
Manhattan Reach Elementary
district (Los Angeles county) will
interview candidates for elementary teachers.
FRIDAY
Arthur Young and co. will interview majors in accounting those who have an M.A. with
either the undergraduate or gradlate degree in accounting.

March 31. Further information
may be obtained from Dr. D. E.
Walters, associate professor of history.

Spartaguide
TODAV
Social Affairs committee, meeting, CH162, 3:30 p.m.
Pistol team, meeting, 220 N.
Second st., 2:30-4:30 p.m.
Extramural sports, badminton,
WG23, 4:30 p.m.; synchronized
swimming, Women’s pool, 7 p.m.
Rollo club, election meeting, WG22. 4:30 p.m.
TAW,
speaker,
Dr.
Amnon
Goldworth, on "Political Obligations in a Thermonuclear Age."
Spartan Cafeteria, rooms A and
11, 3:30 p.m.
Newman club, seminar led by
Father Cyril Leach, Newman hall,
79 S. Fifth st., 8 p.m.
Women’s Recreation assn., Or.
ehesis, WG10, 7 p.m.; swimming,
WG pool, 7 p.m.
Pi Omega PI, meeting, TH13,
7-9 p.m.
Itahal club, meeting at picnic
tables near Women’s gymnasium,
11:30 a.m.
United Campus Christian fellowship. meeting, 300 S. 10th, 7 p.m.
TO MORROW
S Iii dent Affiliates American
Chemical society, meeting, TH20,
1:30 p.m.
Women’s Recreation aasn., basketball, WG23, 7 p.m.
AIEE-IRE, meeting, E103, 2:30
p.m.
Real Estate and insurance club,
tour of Valley Title and movie on
"Escrow" procedures to follow,
Valley Title, 38 N. First st., 7:15
p.m.
Spartan Chi, approval of club
constitution, TH13, 7:30 p.m.

_41

Christian
fellowship ori.can.,tm
’ lecture series tomorrow.
Rev. Small’s topic will
tional of the Christian
F.
when he appeals at 1130
Memorial Chapel.
Author of "Design ler
CL.
Marriage." he received
lege training at
In., and at the
for nia. His seminary
at Dallas Theological
seir.,
and San Francisco
Thai,.
seminary.

vOl

**********
Lenten Special

41114,
11’

IT

GOT A NAME?Gary Brasfield, Jean Furniss and Barbara
Egan ponder their entries to the Spartan Daily Need -A -Name
contest at the contest box in the Spartan bookstore. The contest
is being conducted to find a name for all future Spartan Daily
color editions, including the April 4 issue. Contest winner will
be awarded $50. Entry blanks may be found on page 2 of
today’s paper. Contest ,-ntry deadline is tomorrow at 5 p.m.
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Approved Apartments Still
Available for Men & Women

4,
4,

485 So. Ninth St.

gettait,

TODAY
ONLY.*"
Bring a friend ..
In fact
Bring
nds
Your
. . .

l’ar

MODERN
UP TO DATE
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
RENTS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

CY 7-8877

PIZZA
S ALE*

HOLIDAY

Fast Serv Foods

,

RENTAL ,-etgice

locross from new library)

*

4th & San Fernando
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Check your opinions against Llics Campus Opinion Poll =19

0 What will the cold war turn into?

la!
if

Ej an even colder war
El a hot war
0 an industrial
and trade contest

49 Do a coed’s chances of @ With a friend’s pack
getting the right man
of cigarettes on the
diminish after college?
table, would you...

TRANSPORTATION

WANTED
Male will be roommate
au. CY 5.1307

n

I girl 20.30 yrs., to shook home with 2
o dsCupertino area. Day, phone CY 5, ;1448, Miss Bianco. Eve.: AL 2.9201,

0
’The
the

Wanted: Used barbell set, ip I.-, $25.
LY 3.3451.

El take one?
7 pull out one of your ow

Boy to shore fury. 2 -bay apt. Utilities
rrt 540 643 S. 6t6.

or,
fire

Boy to share funk. room. App. K.P. Sr

itlI

$111. 641

It tc

60’

SIEVICES

PIRSONALS

fscio Mr Prad,haw I
’SS Char. 6.
htlathuntat.s Dept or 01 6.7210
Superfluous hair rem,omd perawentiy.
-Nantelle P.E. 210 So. Is+. CY 4-4409,
Ski boots, Nn. R. Call Morris,
(TY 4 9,57
Sc., Marcia and Carol I
I You shall nnuer nn,e, nu, dRooms for man v.,;.11 ne
K.P return hinoes
$70 r $25 reo. 426 S.. f’k
LOST AND FOUND

Fyffe large apt.. 1 or 4 lifil,a, r,4 $911

Allen H. Krafve, assistant professor of mechanical engineering,
will have a paper presented in absentia to the 1962 Congress of the
Federation International des Societies D’Ingenieurs des Techniques de L’Automobile in Paris
April 3010 May 4.
Krafve wrote the paper and did
research work in collaboration
with Dr. Charles Lipson, professor of mechanical engineering at
the University of Michigan.

Form car pool. West Santa Clara. Phc...
24i 3148.

1962 Pontiac Catalina 2400r hardtop. 4 Insurance by the month.
"ens for 18.25 yr.
spd 325 H.P. CY 7-9981 Chuck.
Inert ad. Call 295-1159 Cr
4 0,
’57 Wet*. $650’ Good cond. CY 8-5:32 .,diy.
after 6 14,,.
TypingTheses, Term papers. Report:
etc. CY 3 0208
’56 Plymouth. ’7..,nnn 4 +tor ;ed.,
oumulet., 3500
CY 5-9954 5:10 n,n.
MISCILLANIOUS
-----.... Pacific Coast Sailing School. llos 128,
A.44. Sprite, hardtop,
Sausalito. ED 2-2480.
/-1,6(4

RENTALS

of the men were on their way
down by that time, but we were
really passing them up. They
seemed to be going up, we were
coming down so rapidly."
In a combat jump, a man carries a full field pack and gear
weighing as much as 125 pounds.
When they hit the ground, the
sergeant, being the first, took the
shock of the two and Was hurt.
"All I got was some rope burns,
and a few scratches. I started
yelling for a medic," recalled Captain Lasker.

The Rev. Dwight Slt.,
Peninsula Covenant
Redwood City, will be
th
speaker in a weekly Cod,

, of

bit

THE NATION’S LEADING
GROWTH BANK
Challenging Assignments
Accelerated Training
Excellent Salaries

Calico mat
HELP WANTEDMALI

Phases+ part time sat& Seine? r
Lg. furs. apt. 8,1" & St. Jamas. 4 men, us App.> 1153 Lincoln, Rr .om .
$120.00. Call AN 9-0104,
p.m. or 9:00 a.m, Saturday.

Get lots more from LI\A
L&M gives you
MORE BODY
in the blend,
MORE FLAVOR
in the smoke,
MORE TASTE
through the filter,
It’s the rich -flavor
leaf that does ti

HERE’S HOW MEN
AND WOMEN AT

56 COLLEGES VOTED.
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Interviews, March 29, 1962
Get with the Grand Prix... Enter today, enter incessantly!
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